This bibliography of Abraham Lincoln is a comprehensive list of written and published works about or by Abraham Lincoln, 16th President of the United States. In terms of primary sources containing Lincoln's letters and writings, scholars rely on The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, edited by Roy Basler, and others. It only includes writings by Lincoln, and omits incoming correspondence. In the six decades since Basler completed his work, some new documents written by Lincoln have been discovered. Abraham Lincoln, the Boy has been added to your Cart. Add gift options. Buy used Condition: Used: Good. Comment: Hardcover (lighth blue). 1908. Covers slightly loose and very worn. Pages very clean and well bound. Add to Cart. Find all the books, read about the author, and more. See search results for this author. Are you an author? Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Abraham Lincoln, the Boy and the Man as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Abraham Lincoln, the B by James Morgan. Other editions. See a Problem? We'd love your help. Let us know what's wrong with this preview of Abraham Lincoln, the Boy and the Man by James Morgan. Problem: It's the wrong book It's the wrong edition Other. Details (if other): Cancel. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Return to Book Page. Not the book you're looking for? Preview — Abraham Lincoln, the Boy and the Man by James Morgan. Abraham Lincoln, the Boy and the Man by James Morgan. 4.25 · Rating details · 4 ratings · 0 reviews. Book digitized by Google from the library of the University of California and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb. Book digitized by Google from the library of the University of California and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb.